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Figure 1: View transition sequence of tracking a person between camera A and adjacent camera B in an office hallway surveillance scenario
(see video). The guided 3D navigation enables simple first-person video observation while ensuring a good visual flow for spatial context. Our
method dynamically embeds and blends video canvases in a 3D VE which consists of characteristic model landmarks and perspective lines.

ABSTRACT

Current surveillance systems can display many individual video
streams within spatial context in a 2D map or 3D Virtual Envi-
ronment (VE). The aim of this is to overcome some problems in
traditional systems, e.g. to avoid intensive mental effort to main-
tain orientation and to ease tracking of motions between differ-
ent screens. However, such integrated environments introduce new
challenges in navigation and comprehensive viewing, caused by im-
perfect video alignment and complex 3D interaction. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel, first-person viewing and navigation inter-
face for integrated surveillance monitoring in a VE. It is currently
designed for egocentric tasks, such a tracking persons or vehicles
along several cameras. For these tasks, it aims to minimize the op-
erator’s 3D navigation effort while maximizing coherence between
video streams and spatial context. The user can easily navigate
between adjacent camera views and is guided along 3D guidance
paths. To achieve visual coherence, we use dynamic video embed-
ding: according to the viewer’s position, translucent 3D video can-
vases are smoothly transformed and blended in the simplified 3D
environment. The animated first-person view provides fluent visual
flow which facilitates easier maintenance of orientation and can aid
in spatial awareness. We discuss design considerations, the imple-
mentation of our proposed interface in our prototype surveillance
system and demonstrate its use and limitations in various surveil-
lance environments.

Keywords: video surveillance, virtual environments, navigation

Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Systems]: Information Inter-
faces And Presentation—Multimedia Information Systems;

1 INTRODUCTION

Video surveillance control rooms have to deal with an ever-growing
amount and diversity of data from complex environments. Cur-
rently, operators observe the video streams directly on large matrix
display arrangements, combined with an interactive camera layout
plan, e.g. see Figure 2. With densely placed cameras in a com-
plex environment, it is hard to maintain orientation and coherence
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Figure 2: Surveillance control room with a traditional video matrix display
arrangement. Operators select sets of individual videos from 2D maps.

between individual streams. Our main application is a surveillance
system in such a complex 3D environment, a newly-built soccer sta-
dium with over 200 cameras. Cognitive overload can easily occur
and it can become hard to perform tasks such as selecting regions
of interest in a camera image or tracking motions between different
cameras. Our current research concerns the design of user inter-
faces to enhance the support of surveillance tasks.

We observed that a major bottleneck in many surveillance tasks
lies in the difference between view reference frames [15] in differ-
ent camera views and the map view. Where operators can naturally
reason and act upon the first-person or egocentric views from a sin-
gle camera, they have to mentally “translate” their reasoning back
to the other camera views or the map, a third-person or exocentric
representation. This dual representation can hinder direct integra-
tion of video information with map data and requires two modes of
interaction . An example is to track a person which walks outside
of the current camera range to the left. The operator needs to select
a camera to the left-side of the current camera. The location of the
current camera has to be found on the exocentric map view and its
left neighbour selected. In an egocentric view, the operator would
naturally indicate the system to move the viewpoint to the left.

In this paper, we propose an egocentric or first-person 3D in-
terface for video surveillance monitoring in VEs. The goal of this
interface is to provide improved situational awareness and to serve
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as a basis for new egocentric interaction techniques. It provides
easy navigation along the available video streams, as if the operator
“flies” from camera to camera in the 3D environment. Our main
contribution is the enhanced visual flow during navigation along
integrated images in the VE. This is obtained by combining our
method of dynamic embedding of video streams and guided nav-
igation between optimal views. The dynamic, distortion-reducing
blending transitions between camera views provide spatial coher-
ence when image distortions are too large. Finally, we propose
a context graph to represent and manage spatial relationships be-
tween cameras, trajectories and the 3D model.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In the next
section we discuss related work. In section 3, we describe the em-
bedding of video streams and our dynamic video embedding tech-
nique. We then discuss the guided navigation for exploring the 3D
environment in section 4. The context graph concept is described in
section 5. We describe the implementation details of our prototype
and results of our interface in section 6. Finally, in section 8, we
draw conclusions and describe future work.

2 RELATED WORK

New types of interfaces have been proposed for spatial coherence
in multi-camera video surveillance systems [5, 7]. The geographi-
cal context of camera streams is generally conveyed through place-
ment of video thumbnails, camera icons and coverage indicators on
a 2D map of the environment. In the Spatial Multi-Video player
[6], the spatial coherence between video streams is provided by
carefully arranging spatially related video thumbnails around the
current, selected camera stream. In a sense, these interfaces convey
spatial context through embedding multiple egocentric representa-
tions (video streams) into the exocentric 2D map representation.
Their user study revealed that spatial context, provided by either
a map or spatially related videos, improved user performance and
acceptance for tracking persons walking on an office floor across
multiple cameras. We embed complete video streams directly in the
spatial context in which they have been captured by incorporating
them directly into a 3D environment model, with our motivation
being to alleviate duality in the navigation interface. In a similar
fashion, the recent DOTS system [4] displays segmented images of
tracked persons directly in 3D.

For embedding video surveillance images in a 3D model, regular
texture mapping often produces poor results as it requires a-priori
knowledge or live segmentation for mapping the image to the 3D
model. Many techniques from image based modelling and render-
ing are used to integrate information from acquired images and 3D
models [12]. In the Augmented Virtual Environment (AVE) system
[8, 10] and the Video Flashlight technique [9], live video streams
are integrated with a 3D environment model using Projective Tex-
ture Mapping [11]. This technique, originally devised for lighting
effects and shadow generation, projects an acquired image from the
camera viewpoint as a texture on the 3D model. Although objects
that are not part of the model are projected back onto a different
part of the model, it is reported that people have little difficulty
in dealing with those effects. The use of multiple video streams
are also demonstrated, although effects of dense camera placement
and overlapping images are not discussed. [17] explore the design
space of combining videos with environment models. Their testbed
combines existing, static rendering techniques and provides basic
navigation and report on possible usage patterns. In their recent
user study, Wang et al. [16] show that 3D integration can indeed be
a useful addition in surveillance tasks.

To avoid complete reconstruction in model space we aim at guid-
ing the user into correct view space reconstructions. To achieve
this, we use an specific form of dynamically transforming texture
billboards, inspired by the work in Photo Tourism [14]. The use
of many video billboards can lead to confusing, cluttered scenes,

as the images can be strangely overlaid on the 3D model. Also in
Photo Tourism, dynamic view-dependent filtering is used to show
only those images that possibly contribute to the current view.

The user should be able to smoothly navigate to this position in-
stead of teleporting, in order to maintain spatial context and orien-
tation [2]. Issues on supporting the reconstruction of a mental map
by navigating spatial related information are also addressed by [1].
The experiment performed in this study reveals that for inspecting
information arranged in space, animations and smooth transitions
of the viewpoint can help the user to build up the mental map of
spatial object relations. The use of a 3D environment does intro-
duce the problem of fast and easy 3D navigation, e.g. losing orien-
tation and awkward controls. The important role of automated and
guided navigation for a complex surveillance context was already
emphasized in [17]. The 3D video player in [4] provides arbitrary
3D viewing or camera transitions to follow automatically tracked
persons. Our method focuses on simplifying interactive navigation,
such that the user is guided or constrained along the views in a com-
prehensible manner, see also [3]. In a recent extension of Photo
Tourism, Snavely et al. [13] also combine path-based, egocentric
navigation and blended photographs.

3 DYNAMIC VIDEO EMBEDDING

For our approach to visualise multiple video streams, this section
describes the principles of representing the images. We currently
make three main assumptions on the availability of camera and
scene information. First, we assume images have been taken by sta-
tionary cameras, conforming to the pinhole camera-model, without
optical distortion. Second, we assume there is available information
on the cameras, such as the position, pose and perspective parame-
ters. Finally, we assume an abstract, virtual 3D model is available
that provides the landmarks of the environment.

To render video images in a 3D environment, the visualisation
has to generate geometric objects that can be added to the spec-
ification of a 3D scene. The embedding of these objects in 3D
space relates to the context from which the images have been gen-
erated. By additionally rendering a model of the environment in the
background, the generated visualisation objects augment the virtual
scene of the model with information from the real site.

Furthermore, this section covers the issues on viewing such ar-
ranged images. Reconstructing the position and settings of the cam-
era for the user’s viewpoint achieves an optimal representation of an
image. On the one hand, viewpoints other than the camera’s posi-
tion give overview by providing the depth cues of the 3D model. On
the other hand, such viewpoint also introduce a list of misalignment
effects that make the image arrangement appear wrong. There-
fore, our visualisation applies view dependent rendering methods
in combination with guided user navigation to counteract these ef-
fects.

3.1 Static Video Embedding
We use the term spatial embedding for arranging a set of gener-
ated 2D images or projections in a 3D space or model. For each
of these images, the parameters of the generating camera are used
to determine the 3D position, orientation and scaling of a canvas
object. On this canvas, the created image is applied as a texture.
Figure 3 illustrates this arrangement concept within a 3D stadium
model. First, three images are generated by rendering from three
virtual cameras. Then, the generated images are placed on 3D can-
vases, whose position and pose are abstracted from the parameters
of the corresponding three cameras. In a new view, the resulting
textured 3D canvases are rendered together with a wire frame rep-
resentation of the model. For clarity, a glyph illustrates the camera
viewpoint and its view frustum for each camera.

With spatial embedding, regular perspective projection transfor-
mations of the 3D canvases display an image in a non-cluttered way.
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Figure 3: Camera information is used to statically embed three images as
textured canvases in a 3D context. Glyphs emphasise the original camera
placement.

This is the main difference with billboards, where the textured can-
vas is explicitly re-oriented to face the viewer. This is achieved by
orienting the plane perpendicular to the viewing direction. In spa-
tial embedding, the lack of this viewer-dependent orientation infers
that large differences between viewing direction and camera optical
axis can result in large visible distortions. In the following sections
we will address the placement of the canvases and these distortion
effects.

3.2 Canvas Object Creation
A canvas, a geometrical surface object, is used to display the 2D
images. One can freely define the resulting image size and its ar-
rangement by modifying the canvas object. As the 3D space offers
a lot of freedom to choose the parameters for the canvas’ place-
ment, the camera parameters are used to constrain this process. In
our approach, the parameters for the cameras’ position, orienta-
tion, viewing angle α , and aspect ratio are assumed to be available.
From these camera parameters, the missing parameters height h and
width w can be determined, which are used to setup the canvas ob-
ject geometry. Depending on the choice for the distance δ from the
eye point, this results in a projection surface, which is parallel or
even identical to the camera’s near-plane. Finally, the image data
is used as a warped texture to fit the canvas surface.

3.3 Image Canvas Viewing
When a viewpoint corresponds to a camera position, the projection
exactly matches the perspective view of this camera while taking
the picture. A consequence of this is that the optimal presentation
of the projected picture in the 3D scene can be achieved by restor-
ing the initial camera properties as the user’s view. In essence, the
viewpoint in the visualisation system resembles the original camera
in the real world. The obvious limitation of this method for opti-
mal image display is this strict dependence on the user’s view. For
viewpoints other than the exact camera position and orientation, the
image representation suffers mainly from two effects.

First, the 3D perspective projection causes image distortions that
can drastically change the appearance of objects visible in the im-
age. Estimations of sizes, angles and distances of these objects to
each other could become more difficult.

Second, for these viewpoints a parallax effect occurs. This ap-
parent shift of the canvas against its background could lead to a
perception of seemingly misplaced images. Under such conditions,
the visible background, which is either the neighbouring images or
the scenery of the environment model, does not exactly match the
information shown in the picture. This shift may result in image
projections that overlap in the user’s view. If the canvases occlude
each other, valuable information is hidden. In other cases, images
that depict the same object from different points of view could be

(b) reoriented view

(a) f ully aligned view

Figure 4: Viewing an image from the exact camera position. In (a) the
user’s view corresponds to the camera settings. Although the orientation and
perspective differs in (b), the projection is still aligned with the background.

seen placed next to each other. For the user, the object then appears
twice, which might lead to misinterpretation.

To analyse the problem of misalignment let us first assume that
the user has an optimal view to an image projection. (see Figure 4a).
This means that the location of the virtual view conforms to the
camera position.

Here, it is important to see that the picture represents the per-
spective projection of the real scenery with exactly this point as the
centre of projection. The picture is rendered by a canvas, arranged
according to the principles of section 3.2. Like all other objects in
the scene, this canvas is naturally affected by the perspective dis-
tortion in this point. As the projection distorts with the canvas, the
image will be displayed perfectly matching the background. Due to
the properties of the central projection, this holds even if the user’s
viewing direction or perspective does not correspond to the cam-
era’s original properties any more (see Figure 4b).

For user viewpoints other than the camera position, the following
approach categorises the cause of misalignment effects by two main
cases: a view displacement along the optical axis of the camera
and a displacement away from this line. The reason for dividing
these two cases is the fact that they contribute differently to the
total misalignment.

The first type of view displacement along the optical axis results
in a perspective scaling of the canvas. In case of moving back-
wards, as depicted in Figure 5a, the projection becomes smaller.
At the same time, additional details emerge from the background
environment. As the viewpoint’s distance to surrounding geome-
try differs with its distance to the canvas, the appearing background
does not scale at the same rate as the canvas. This means, the pro-
jection appears too small compared to the background scenery, and
does not align any more. A similar effect occurs likewise for the
case of moving the viewpoint forward.

The situation changes for the second displacement type away
from the camera’s optical axis, see Figure 5b. As illustrated, view-
points apart from this line result in a motion parallax effect. Due to
the increasing angle γ of the view to the original line of sight, the
canvas gets a perspective shift against the background. For such a
point of view, the background scenery appears to shift in the oppo-
site direction, what makes it of course impossible for the canvas’
projection to keep alignment.

3.4 View Dependent Embedding

To counteract the effects illustrated above, the projection surfaces
should be arranged more carefully. The goal is to improve the pro-
jection’s match to its context by adjusting the size and placement of
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Figure 5: Distortion effects for embedding . If the view position moves along the viewing axis, the embedded video appears to have incorrect scale (a). If the view
position moves away from the viewing axis, the embedded video appears warped (b). View dependent embedding (c) transforms the canvas to reduce both these
distortion effects.

the canvas. These parameters are modified according to the current
view of the user and thus, the following explanations also refers to
these canvas corrections by “view dependent rendering”.

The underlying idea for compensating the misalignment makes
use of one central principle for perspective projections: the canvas
could be located arbitrarily along the optical axis of the camera as
long as it scales according to the properties of the viewing frus-
tum. Deriving the quantities for locating and scaling the canvas
from the camera’s frustum and the displacement σ along its opti-
cal axis (compare Figure 5a), evaluating such transformation comes
down to:

δ
′ = δ +‖σ‖ (1)

scaleheight = 2δ
′ · tan

(
α

2

)
(2)

scalewidth = scaleheight ·aspect (3)

The result of this transformation is illustrated in Figure 5c. For
increasing the canvas’ distance to the camera and performing an
appropriate scale, the projection appears unchanged in the eye-point
of the camera. However, these transformations do have effect on the
misalignment seen above:

• For the first type of view displacement (a), at a certain depth
the applied scaling compensates the scale caused by the per-
spective. Hence, for background geometry at this depth the
projection regains alignment.

• In case of an additional displacement corresponding the sec-
ond case (b), increasing the distance to the canvas reduces
the resulting angle γ ′ and thus, reduces the perspective shift
against the background.

Applying these canvas transformations can not fully compensate
the resulting misalignment for every viewpoint other than the cam-
era’s eye. Even worse, this simple approach also introduces new
and undesirable effects. These view dependent transformations try
to achieve a fit even for viewpoints that differ just too much from the
original camera location. Such canvas placement could be counter-
productive and hamper the overview by cluttering the scene or make
the projections intersecting each other. The following sections de-
scribe our approach to overcome these problems.

3.5 Viewing Multiple Canvases
Figure 6a outlines a more complex situation in which the user’s
view is located somewhere in-between two neighbouring camera
views. In this setting, the cameras are pointing to the same object
which makes their optical axes adjusted inwards. Unlike for paral-
lel optical axes, during a straight-line view transition between the
camera locations, a point projection of the intermediate view onto
each of these lines results in a displacement according to type a
(see Figure 5c). Because of equation 1 applying the norm of the

displacements σa and σb this yields the same canvas transforma-
tion as discussed above. Such transformed canvas objects are likely
to intersect with others or with background geometry. The latter
case of collision can be corrected easily by changing the rendering
order. Overlapping projections however occlude valuable informa-
tion and might cause confusing views. Hence, it appears sensible to
perform an alpha-blend for these projections and to fuse all canvas
information that is available for an intermediate view.

3.6 Setting Canvas Focus

In Figure 6a, the main object is shown both as a visible 3D model
and on both camera images. However, a 3D model of this object
is usually not available in the 3D environment so only two camera
images are shown, see Figure 6b. As illustrated, the projection can-
vases intersect and, for the given intermediate view, both canvases
are visible at the same time. Both cameras are oriented inwards and
take pictures from different sides of the object. Especially when
combined with projection blending, the object appears twice, pro-
jected for each of the two camera viewpoints. Therefore, watching
the pictures from such intermediate point of view produces a virtual
cross-eye effect that “doubles” information and thus, might lead to
confusion.

Allowing such intermediate views aims at giving the user a
chance to perceive the spatial relation of the camera locations even
by means of the smooth transition. Nevertheless, with the de-
scribed methods for correcting misalignment and blending inter-
sections such intermediate viewpoints still result in strong image
distortions and interfering projections. One of the main reasons for
this is the visualisation’s unawareness of the environment. The can-
vas transformation does place the projections in a view-dependent
way, but at a default distance from each camera. In the example
of Figure 6b the red lines indicate the axes where the projections
converge if the canvases were calibrated. Hence, increasing the dis-
tance to the camera further for each of the projections would yield
convergence for these axes, see Figure 6c. This would eventually
arrange the projections at the virtual location that relate with the
real world position of the object.

Such calibration has at least two direct consequences for the
sketched example. Firstly, even for intermediate views the cross-
eye effect shows both object projections aligned at these axes,
which results in blending them to a single object instead. Secondly,
as the axes converge to the same location in the virtual space, the
corresponding parts of the projections get invariant to motion par-
allax during the whole view transition. In case this invariant axis
complies with some characteristic edge in the projected picture, as
in this case, the stem of the plant, this gives the user additional in-
dication on how the projection changes along the path. It is impor-
tant to notice that the convergence of image projections is an effect
which is caused by giving an additional hint about the geometry of
the surrounding environment. Such knowledge can not be assumed
for the general case. However, if there is more information avail-
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Figure 6: Transition view between camera A and camera B looking at a single object. With view dependent embedding, canvases can intersect and overlap (a).
Dynamic blending of translucent canvases can compensate for overlap, although cross-eye effects may occur (b). If the view dependent embedding is supplied with
a focus point, the canvases can be aligned as good as possible (c).

able about the scene and the distances at which the cameras focus
at, it is possible to give such hints and obtain correct transitions for
objects at this depth. For instance, in situations of neighbouring
cameras, the spots often share the view to at least some distinctive
points or edges. By using these common points for calibrating the
canvases focus depths, it is possible to reduce misalignment effects
and to get intermediate projections much more consistent.

4 USER NAVIGATION

The visualisation technique described in the previous sections binds
the rendered information firmly to certain locations within a three-
dimensional representation space. Thereby, this method aims to
present the captured pictures related to the spatial context of their
real site origin. To preserve this context, the visualisation system
has to avoid an arbitrary rearrangement of these images and to pre-
vent the user from inspecting the information out of this logical
order. In combination with the egocentric view onto the representa-
tion space, selecting a particular piece of information comes down
view navigation in 3D space.

Navigating freely in a 3D virtual environment might lead to awk-
ward views and disorientation of the user. Various studies[3] have
examined this problem and presented several variations of guided
navigation to avoid such situations. One approach is to restrict the
degrees of freedom over which the user has direct control. For pro-
viding the needed mobility instead, these methods offer a prede-
fined set of automated manoeuvres for controlling the view.

The proposed visualisation system also approaches the strategy
of guided navigation by gradually granting and refusing permis-
sions for view navigation. The main navigation style is a guided
movement over a trajectory along a set of cameras, controlled
through simple mouse movements along the x-axis.

These permissions are used to map configurable input axes to
certain view transformations. Common examples for input axes
might be dragging the mouse or a progressing time-value (e.g.
for automated transitions). Furthermore, we can apply additional
smoothing, for example by slow-in/slow-out, before generating an
appropriate response transformation.

Specifying user navigation via permissions also allows us to
merge constraint trajectories and free navigation by just consid-
ering them as two different permission sets. An example of this is
to allow for free view rotations during guided translations.

Such permission sets are composed to conform the user’s needs
in different situations. This permission type considers the differ-
ences between two camera views and creates a specific manoeuvre
of DOF modifications by which to transform the viewpoint. By de-
termining a specific view which to approach and using the current
position as the start, the input for navigating among these locations

reduces to forward and backward along one input axis.

5 THE CONTEXT GRAPH

The meta information of the camera images is the most important
input for the visualisation and guided navigation algorithms. We
propose a context graph that provides this knowledge during run-
time and thus, helps to abstract from the complexity of the sur-
rounding geometry. The following list gives an overview of the
data that the context graph nodes keep available during runtime.

• camera properties (position, attitude, perspective)

• captured visual data (e.g. photo, video stream)

• spot meta data (e.g. time stamp, description, notes)

• list of all contexts this spot is part of

In addition, this data structure links subsets of cameras within task
specific contexts. Such contexts allows one to separately define the
type of visualisation and navigation for a specific group of cameras.
The context graph is therefore defined as a directed graph that com-
prises the set of cameras as nodes and possibly multiple layers of
edges that represent the camera relationships. These layers, which
correspond with the contexts named above, are kept apart to allow
the iteration over a specific group of camera locations. For the ex-
ample of navigation, this allows to define camera trajectories along
these camera links and to provide the algorithms with optimised
parameters for guiding the user among the cameras of such context.

Analysing camera configurations, often found for crowd obser-
vation reveals relations in the arrangement between the individual
spots. For instance, the cameras might observe the same object,
seen from different directions or form a sequence that follows the
course of a corridor. Hence, the cameras can be grouped by patterns
that reflect these common alignment properties (see Figure 7). The
patterns define an ordered subset of camera spots, whereby each
camera gets a neighbourhood of a predecessor and a successor that
share a certain alignment. In the context graph, these patterns ap-
pear as camera contexts for which we can define specific visuali-
sation and navigation. An example of this is providing a smooth
navigation along stitched camera images of a panoramic view.

6 PROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION

We developed a prototype 3D visualisation application for video
surveillance, in which we implemented the proposed techniques.
This 3D visualisation application and the interface to configure the
provided functionality are described first. We then describe the
surveillance scenarios which provide insight in the results of our
techniques.
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Figure 7: Camera spots are grouped into one or more patterns. Pattern (a)
denotes a subset of cameras, observing the same scene from different angles,
while (b) describes a camera sequence along a wall and (c) refers to a camera
pattern with a panoramic view.

6.1 Implementation

The implementation of our visualisation application is based on the
OpenSceneGraph library, which provides comprehensive support
for low level rendering and prepares ground for further develop-
ment. For a specific environment, the visualisation functionality is
configured via an XML description file. Within this file, an environ-
ment designer specifies the visualisation behaviour and the specific
navigation interface. The specification of available camera spots
includes their perspective settings, references to associated video
sources, and further meta information. Declarations of different
contexts form the layers of the context graph that link the provided
camera nodes to groups. For each of these groups, the designer
specifies a set of algorithms and settings. According to these prop-
erties, the application decides on which rendering technique to ap-
ply for representing the image or meta data kept in the nodes. Fur-
thermore, a configuration of such context for applying a navigation
algorithm enables the user later to “visit” the corresponding camera
locations and to navigate along the trajectories specified for these
views.

The data associated with each of the configured camera spots can
be visualised in various ways. For rendering image data, the appli-
cation currently supports still images as well as video sequences,
which are kept either on disk or streamed over the network. Fur-
thermore, functionality is provided for rendering views of only the
3D model to texture, which allows the designer to define purely vir-
tual camera spots. Such renderings of the virtual environment make
it possible to test camera placements without having real footage
available. Displaying descriptions or other extra information can
be integrated by overlay renderings, such as text or glyph objects.
This method renders the provided information in separate layers
which appear blended in the user’s view.

The navigation algorithms configured for a certain camera con-
text use the spot information to define the trajectories along which
to transform the user’s view. These trajectories interpolate the cam-
era settings by blending them either linearly or following the char-
acteristics of given functions to transform the camera attributes in-
dividually. Smoothing functions such as slow-in/slow-out are used
to control the acceleration of the view transition. As the trajectories
always consider the current information that is provided for a cam-
era, the application can also handle the navigation among cameras
that are adjustable in their settings, such as pan-tilt-zoom cameras.

For testing the concept on the basis of virtual camera views, we
defined animated objects which are only visible in the “recorded
videos”. This can be used to simulate population in the area and
to reproduce surveillance scenarios, such as following persons and
default round tours throughout the environment.

(a) camera sequence

(b) parallel cameras

(c) radial cameras

(e) opposing cameras

(d) corner cameras

Figure 8: Common camera arrangements for monitoring different areas.

6.2 Surveillance Scenarios
We applied our proposed techniques on different surveillance sce-
narios to get insight in their properties. The three real scenarios
used are a soccer stadium, an airport departure hall and an office
hallway. Aside from legal and security issues, we experience that in
practice it can be difficult to obtain and use both real video footage
and 3D models of actual surveillance sites. Therefore, most proto-
typing is done on pure virtual environment models, augmented with
synthetic video created with the pre-rendering functionality.

Original camera planning documents of several of the surveil-
lance sites provided insight into the general strategies for camera
arrangements. Different arrangements are used to monitor a greater
variety of environment layouts, such as long narrow corridors, lo-
cations with highly repetitive geometry or those with missing land-
marks. Also, alternate camera types such as wide angle cameras
and pan-tilt-zoom cameras were taken into account. Figure 8 il-
lustrates some of the camera arrangements we use in our environ-
ment models. These general arrangements were first modelled in
a 3D mock-up virtual environment as virtual cameras and accom-
panying guided trajectories. This allowed us to recreate common
surveillance scenarios and to experiment with various parameters
of navigation and rendering.

The concept for rendering camera spots aims to allow configu-
rations for any given environment. Hence, the framework provides
various options for adjusting the layout of rendered video images.
Due to the view-dependent rendering, the appearance of the pro-
jected images is strongly related to the methods for guided naviga-
tion. Controlling the fading of images and setting the projections’
focus are only two of the options for tuning the results for inter-
mediate views in transfers. For a configuration to visualise and to
navigate through a given environment we found different measures
for evaluating a setup. Aside from assessing the support for user’s
orientation and guided mobility, we emphasise assumed incident
scenarios and following objects throughout the site. The results
gained by such setup evaluation could help for planning operator
rounds within the virtual monitoring system and configuring the lo-
cation sequences for the guided navigation.

In the stadium scenario, four video cameras standing several
meters apart, monitor crowds at the opposite side of the stadium, at
a distance of approximately 50 meters. Figure 9 gives an overview
of the video streams, the 3D model and one example of a final em-
bedding. The 3D visualisation application streams the video from a
network server, set up to mimic realistic networked camera streams.
As accurate camera calibration information was absent, the cameras
were manually positioned in the 3D model to provide necessary
spatial context. This led to the discovery that some of the dimen-
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Figure 9: In the stadium scenario, four video streams (left) are spatially arranged within a 3D model (middle). The video streams are integrated such to provide a
stitched view (right). The first-person view allows for integrated information in the 3D model, a heads-up display and the use of various known egocentric interaction
metaphors.

sions of the 3D model did not correspond to the real-world environ-
ment. Nevertheless, a regular setup of the guided trajectories leads
to a comfortable fly-through along the camera views. As the dis-
tance to the crowds was relatively large compared to the distance of
the cameras, we also configured a panoramic fly-through trajectory,
see Figure 9, right image. By showing all four videos canvases si-
multaneously at the correct distance, this configuration effectively
stitches streams together to form a single panoramic overview. Vis-
ible alignment artifacts are a result of known errors in the dimen-
sions of the modelled 3D environment and inaccurately positioned
cameras.

The second scenario deals with observing incidents in airport
departure hall. Four cameras are used to observe a target loca-
tion from varying angles and distances where incidents were en-
acted. More specifically, this set of recorded videos is used for
performance evaluation of automated detection algorithms. From
the available camera calibration data and marker positions, camera
positions were determined in 3D world coordinates. It proved dif-
ficult to grasp the spatial relationships when viewing only camera
images spatially arranged in an empty 3D environment. Therefore,
a simple and roughly aligned abstract 3D model of the environment
was reconstructed in a 3D modelling application. Characteristic
landmarks, such as a column or the staircase, and vertical and hor-
izontal lines provide strong hints on perspective and create strong
visual flow and maintain spatial context during transitions, see Fig-
ure 10. In long or slow transitions, for example from cameras stand-
ing far apart while facing in opposite directions, it can still be hard
to maintain spatial context. In this setup, it would be beneficial for
the spatial context to use more intermediate cameras to avoid long
trajectories and large angles. To counteract some of the effects, we
use curved view trajectories and zooming out during transitions to
keep sufficient 3D model information on screen.

The third scenario deals with the observation of an office hall-
way in which we use five camera streams, either live or recorded.
A simple 3D model was reconstructed from old CAD drawings and
camera parameters were estimated and roughly aligned to fit the
model. In Figure 1 and the second accompanying video, an inter-
active first-person session of the final result is shown. Here, the
operator interactively follows two of our colleagues as they walk
along the hallway. The context graph is defined to link the camera
views from left to right, the operator uses simple mouse dragging
to indicate travel direction. In this scenario, it becomes clear that
the small translations and angle changes between cameras are ben-
eficial to fast and comprehensive transitions. Part of current work is
to support more complex navigation trajectories through better path
selection, e.g. to follow someone down the stairs.

7 EVALUATION

We used formative evaluation throughout the development process
of our prototype system and the construction of the diverse scenar-
ios, including hypothetical, virtual scenarios. The prototype appli-

cation was demonstrated and used by approximately 10 people with
computer graphics background. Screencasts of the interface show-
ing the visual transitions were shown to approximately 50 people
with backgrounds in video surveillance. In general, observers have
the impression that guided viewing along different camera streams
integrated in the 3D model does indeed provide a surprisingly com-
pelling sense of spatial context and coherence between videos and
the 3D environment.

The effectiveness of individual transitions is dependent on the
trajectory speed and the pattern, focus, placement, and orientation
of the cameras. Observers noted that some transitions were hard
to grasp because they were too fast, had too large displacement or
angle change, or lacked in reference landmarks in either videos or
3D model. Early evaluation led to the wide array of settings for
fine-tuning transition parameters for dealing with specific camera
configurations. These parameters include navigation and transition
speed, blending factors and focus placement. We noted that after
transitions were repeated only a few times, observers could cope
with more difficult situations at higher navigation speeds. Surpris-
ingly, the quality of the 3D model and the camera alignment to the
3D model does not seem to have a significant influence on spatial
cues.

Finally, we observed that, in contrast to matrix displays, in our
egocentric interface the use of more and densely placed cameras
is beneficial for the spatial context. This allows us to decrease the
time every video is shown and to increase the speed of comfortable
navigation. A more formal evaluation of these findings requires
carefully designed user experiments and is part of future work.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an egocentric 3D interface for video surveillance
monitoring. The dynamic embedding method places the video
streams on canvases in the abstract 3D model. The operator can
navigate through the 3D model, guided via a trajectory along cam-
era views. The use of the context graph allows for rapid defini-
tion and querying of camera information, patterns, transitions and
trajectories. During guided navigation, multiple video streams are
selected, transformed and blended to provide a smooth visual tran-
sition between views. When distortions are too large during transi-
tions, the camera views are fully transparent while the motion per-
spective cues of the 3D model provide the necessary spatial con-
text. The implemented prototype demonstrates the results of the
interface on various scenarios with both synthetic and real cameras,
arranged in different camera patterns and environments. Given a
simple, abstract 3D environment model and a context graph, the
prototype can be used directly when connected to already available
video streams.

The original goal of our work was to provide an interface for
improved situational awareness and to provide a basis for egocen-
tric interaction techniques. The proposed egocentric 3D interface
should not be seen as a replacement but as a valuable addition to
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Figure 10: View transition sequence between camera A and opposing camera B in an airport departure hall scenario. Even though most transitions involve a large
change in camera position and viewing angle, the use of dynamic video embedding and characteristic landmarks keeps the visual experience fluent (see video).

current practice in the surveillance of complex, crowded environ-
ments. As exocentric displays such as the video matrix display re-
main indispensable to keep global environment overview, our inter-
face focuses on interactive observation and coherence on a more lo-
cal level. Our results indicate that guided egocentric viewing along
dynamically arranged canvases does indeed provide a compelling
sense of coherence between videos and the 3D environment. In
contrast to projective texturing techniques, the quality of the 3D
model and integrated camera alignment does not seem to have a
significant influence on spatial cues. We note that the quality of
individual transitions depends on the trajectory and the pattern, fo-
cus, placement, and orientation of the cameras. Sufficient visual
flow and spatial context can only be reached with enough density
and overlap of camera views. Given the trend in surveillance of an
increasing number of densely placed cameras, it is important to ob-
serve that in a first-person metaphor this appears to be beneficial for
the overall spatial context, which is in contrast with regular matrix
displays.

The main egocentric interaction technique that we provide is
guided navigation, which provides smooth transitions along sets of
camera views with little or no effort. Our prototype implementa-
tion also facilitates the integration of other new egocentric 3D in-
teraction techniques. Our current work therefore focuses on live
annotation, interactive camera selection and indicating regions of
interest, all directly within video streams. A hybrid interface allow-
ing smooth transitions between pure egocentric and exocentric rep-
resentations is work in progress. Also, the direct integration of the
control of other sensors such as pan-tilt-zoom cameras, microphone
arrays and high-resolution cameras is part of future work. Finally,
we see great potential in augmenting video streams, 3D models and
additional 3D information overlays, e.g. from automated tracking
systems. When combined, 3D interfaces in these mixed-reality en-
vironments may help restore the productivity of surveillance oper-
ators under the increasing load of video data.
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